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MEETING NOTES 

Subject:   Boral Hall Quarry Community Meeting 
 
Location:   Boral Hall Quarry offices, Kaveneys Road, Jeir via Murrumbateman 
 
Date & Time:  9 May 2013, 6pm 
 
 
 
Attendees:   
 
1.  David Coonan – Resident 
2. Bob Wilson - Resident 
3.  Bill Williams - Resident 
4.  Ken & Val Spencer – Residents 
5.    Mark Terrell – Resident 
6.    Ken Mitchie – Resident 

 

 
Boral staff 
 

• Mark McCluskey – Quarry Manager, Boral Hall Quarry  

• Dave Hall – Quarry Supervisor, Boral Hall Quarry 

• Robert Morris – Weighbridge Supervisor, Boral Hall Quarry 

• Rory Moore – Graduate, Boral Hall Quarry 

• Paul Jackson - Stakeholder Relations Manager (NSW/VIC/TAS), Boral Property Group  

  
Apologies 
 

• Nil  
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MEETING NOTES 

The following notes are taken from presentations and conversations conducted as part of this 
community meeting. The content, while representing an accurate summation of proceedings, should 
not be taken to represent exact dialogue unless specifically minuted as such.  

For the full presentation, visit www.boral.com.au/hallquarry. Meeting notes are reviewed at the start of 
each community meeting to identify any items in need of correction. 
 

 
Meeting opened – Approximately 6.05pm 
 
 
1. Welcome and introductions  

Paul Jackson (PJ) welcomed all attendees to the meeting and thanked them for their attendance. He 
noted the 6pm start time was later than previous meetings and was chosen to allow those neighbours 
who work in Canberra more time to travel to the site. 

PJ then handed over to Mark McCluskey (MMcC) to reintroduce the Hall team. Attending the meeting 
on this occasion were David Hall (DH) and Robert Morris (RM) whom neighbours have previously met. 
MMcC also introduced Rory Moore (RM2) who has joined the quarry recently as a graduate.    

MMcC then referred attendees to copies of the previous meeting’s notes (6 December 2012) and asked 
if there were any matters arising. None were nominated by neighbours – MMcC pointed out that the 
‘hydroseeding’ of banks facing the Terrell’s property, mentioned at the last meeting, had commenced.  

No apologies were received for this meeting. 

 

2. Quarry operations general update 

MMcC then presented his general overview of happenings at the site. He first mentioned that the Section 
96 application which went before Yass Valley Council just after the last community meeting had been 
approved – this was recapped later in the meeting. 

Current annual production from the site is at 241 000 tonnes, well below the 350 000 tonne limit. MMcC 
reported the market had started to pick back up after a slow down toward the end of last year, caused by 
the ceasing of Government work leading into the ACT elections, and Christmas-New Year. 

To illustrate, MMcC showed comparison figures of similar periods between 2011-12 and 2012-13. In 
2011-12, 307 000 tonnes had been sold to this point, as opposed to 221 000 tonnes in 2012-13. 

MMcC mentioned the construction of the new Majura Parkway would see these sales increase again 
across June and July at both Hall and Boral’s other ACT regional quarry at Mugga. The project is looking 
for 1.2 million tonnes of aggregate for its needs. 

A question was asked as to what Mugga’s contribution would be to the work given Hall’s previously 
mentioned role in the project. MMcC mentioned the workload had to be shared given the size of the 
demand and in consideration of the various limits and restrictions on the operations.  

 

3. Environmental update 

MMcC then moved onto the regular update on environmental management and performance. He 
indicated tree planting had been started on the number 1 bench within the quarry as part of the finalising 
of that face. 
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Dust emission results continue to be good at all five site monitoring stations, however MMcC mentioned 
he felt further improvement could be achieved as a result of work being carried out on the crusher 
building and screening room. The water tanker is being run daily using water from the on-site dams. 

One complaint has been received from the site since the last meeting concerning noise from heavy 
vehicle braking on Kaveneys Road and the highway. This has since been addressed to the satisfaction 
of the neighbour who raised the matter. 

MMcC reminded all neighbours of the importance of immediately reporting incidents involving heavy 
vehicles to the quarry. He mentioned all hauliers had now been warned that if they fail to meet Boral’s 
expectations, they would be banned from site. 

 

4. Operational management in focus: drilling and blasting 

To better promote understanding of basic quarry processes, for the past few meetings MMcC has 
presented a section on different aspects of the operations. The element for this meeting was drilling and 
blasting. 

Attendees were informed at Hall, blasts tend to be between 30000 and 60000 tonnes. A blast hole 
‘pattern’ is chosen based upon requirements, with the blast area surveyed and necessary explosives 
calculated. The prevailing geology and rock formations also influence blast planning. 

Drilling of holes for the charges takes around one week as it must be precise. The explosives used are 
emulsions which contain a mix of ammonium nitrate, diesel and sensitisers. No explosives are held on 
site – all blast materials are managed by Orica and brought to site only on required days. 

During the blast process, the initial detonation creates fractures in the rock which are then forced apart 
by high pressure gases in the second stage. Only one charge goes off at a time, although the time delay 
between each is milliseconds – the delay is planned to minimise vibration. 

For blasting, the site’s Environmental Protection Licence requires that ground vibration not exceed 5 
millimetres per second, and air ‘overpressure’ not exceed 115 decibels. All blasts are measured for each 
and recorded on video, with results reported to authorities. 

Attendees were then shown a video of the most recent blast (March 2013) at the quarry. The video 
showed most of the points MMcC had explained in action. 

A question was asked as to what was typically the largest portion of rock segmented during a blast. 
MMcC explained this was dependant on the blast design, but the objective was usually for no more than 
500 millimetres. 

 

5. Section 96 modification (Barton Hwy intersection) 

MMcC then handed over to PJ to further discuss the recent approval of the Section 96 application to 
Council. PJ firstly apologised on behalf of his planning colleague, Rebecca Bestic (RB), who had 
previously attended the meeting to talk neighbours through the application. 

PJ confirmed that since Council’s approval, Boral had been working with the Roads and Maritime 
Services (RMS) on finalising the design plans to enable the project to be tendered and construction to 
begin.  
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It is expected on current progress that works will start in November, after the outstanding approval 
documents including a Review of Environmental Factors and Works Authorisation Deed had been 
completed. 

PJ raised that prior to any works, neighbours would be informed about the proposed construction 
program and any impact on their access into and out of Kaveneys Road. Attendees were reminded the 
entire project was being funded by Boral. 

PJ reminded residents that Council’s approval also meant the quarry’s current conditions of consent had 
been extended through until 2024. The temporary traffic management plan, restricting the quarry to no 
move than 11 truck movements toward Canberra between 7-9am and 4-6 pm weekdays, would now also 
be adopted until completion of the intersection works. 

Neighbours were then asked if there were any questions. Attendees asked what would happen to the 
bus stop at the crest of the highway toward Canberra as a result of the works. PJ said he understood 
there wasn’t very much width in the road corridor at that point, however the bus stop would be pushed 
back toward the existing fence. 

One neighbour indicated the land behind the bus stop was actually his, and that his children used the 
bus stop daily. He further indicated his willingness to make the land available to remove the bus stop 
right out of the traffic flow. PJ said he would take this information back to RB for discussion. 

Another attendee asked if the current discussions with RMS would further alter the design. PJ said the 
discussions were part of the normal process of gaining approval to build a road, and while some minor 
tweaks may evolve, the layout as agreed with the community would remain. 

It was asked whether Boral had to pay for the recent drilling investigations around the road reserve. 
MMcC confirmed that we had, explaining the workers were from Cardno who are contracted to Boral as 
part of the road building process. 

Neighbours asked to be informed as soon as possible should the RMS make any variations to the plan 
as has been discussed with them during the past two years. PJ committed that this would occur. 

 

6. General business 

MMcC then asked for any items of general business. There being none raised, MMcC mentioned there 
would be another regular community meeting around September or October to tie in with the start of 
intersection works. MMcC ended by thanking everyone again for their attendance. 

 

There being no further business, the meeting closed approximately 6.40pm. 
 
 


